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BACKGROUND 

 

[1] One of the main purposes of the Corruption and Crime Commission Act 2003 

("the CCC Act") is to combat and reduce the incidence of organise crime. The 

Commission itself cannot investigate organised crime. Instead, this statutory 

purpose is achieved by conferring upon the Commission the ability to grant 

exceptional powers to the Western Australia Police, powers not ordinarily 

available to them.  

 

[2] In the Commission's view, the intent of the CCC Act with respect to organised 

crime has not been achieved under the existing exceptional powers regime.  

The powers are exercised on a rather infrequent and sporadic basis with the 

Commission receiving a total of three applications and making two findings in 

the past three financial years. No applications were received in the financial 

year just completed. 

 

[3] The complexity of the organised crime provisions, the advent of new, more 

effective legislation, and the practical challenges associated with exercising 

these powers have contributed to the under-utilisation of these powers. 

 

[4] The Commission first brought attention to the ineffectiveness of the current 

legislative framework in its 2004-05 annual report to Parliament. Submissions 

on this topic have also been made as part of the: 

 

 Report to the Joint Standing Committee on the Corruption and Crime 

Commission with regard to the Commission's Organised Crime Function 

and Contempt Powers, December 2005; 

 Joint Standing Committee 2005-2008, Report No. 31 Inquiry into 

Legislative Amendments to the Corruption and Crime Commission Act 

2003 - The Role of the Corruption and Crime Commission in 

Investigating Serious and Organised Crime in Western Australia, 

November 2007; 
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 Review of the Corruption and Crime Commission Act 2003 by Gail 

Archer SC, February 2008; 

 Joint Standing Committee 2008-2013, Report No. 10 How the Corruption 

and Crime Commission can Best Work Together with the Western 

Australian Police Force to Combat Organised Crime, September 2010. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE LEGISLATION 

 

Exceptional powers 

 

[5] The "exceptional powers" are found in Part 4 of the CCC Act.  Division 1 sets 

out the criteria that the Commission must be satisfied of before an exceptional 

powers finding can be made. Division 2 deals with the examinations power. 

Division 3 deals with entry and search without warrant. Division 4 deals with the 

authorisation and use of assumed identities. Division 5 deals with the conduct 

of controlled operations and integrity testing programmes.   

 

[6] The exceptional powers do not include the fortification removal powers which 

are contained in Division 6.  An application in respect of the latter must satisfy 

different statutory criteria from that which is required for the exercise of 

exceptional powers. However "organised crime" is an element of both. 

 

[7] Under the Commission's current procedures, the Commissioner of Police (or 

his or her delegate) applies to the Commission, by way of an application form 

and an affidavit, for an exceptional powers finding. The Commission may make 

a finding if it is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds for: 

 

 suspecting that a section 5 offence has been, or is being, committed; 

 suspecting that there might be evidence or other information relevant to 

the investigation of the offence that can be obtained using the 

exceptional powers; and 

 believing that use of the powers would be in the public interest having 

regard to a number of factors set out in the CCC Act. 

 

[8] A finding in and of itself does not automatically enable the police to exercise the 

powers; in most cases, certain preconditions must still be met. For example: 
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 before an examination can be held, the Commissioner of Police must 

apply for an organised crime summons pursuant to sections 48 and 96 of 

the CCC Act; 

 before a controlled operation can be conducted, the WA Police must 

present a proposal to the Commission for the authority to conduct a 

controlled operation addressing the matters listed in section 121(3) and 

122 of the CCC Act; 

 before an assumed identity can be authorised, an application for assumed 

identity approval must be submitted for the Commission's approval. 

 

[9] The exercise of any of the powers in Divisions 3 to 5 may be subject to 

limitations imposed by the Commission under section 51 of the CCC Act. Part 4 

consists of reporting provisions which assist the Commission in performing its 

oversight role under the CCC Act. The Commission may also revoke the 

exceptional powers finding at any time by notice to the Commissioner of Police.     

 

Fortification warning notices 

 

[10] The Commissioner of Police may apply for a fortification warning notice (FWN) 

on premises that are suspected of being heavily fortified and habitually used by 

persons suspected of being involved in organised crime.  

 

[11] The Commission may issue a FWN if it is satisfied on the balance of 

probabilities that there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that particular 

premises are: 

 

 heavily fortified; and 

 habitually used as a place of resort by members of a class of people a 

significant number of whom may reasonably be suspected to be 

involved in organised crime. 
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[12] A FWN is the precursor to the issuing of a fortification removal notice which 

requires the owners of the premises to remove or modify the fortifications to the 

satisfaction of the Commissioner of Police. 
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THE EXTENT OF THE USE OF PART 4 POWERS UNDER THE CCC 

ACT 

 

Use of exceptional powers 

 

[13] To date, the Commission has made 11 exceptional powers findings in response 

to the 13 exceptional powers applications received from the Commissioner of 

Police. Some of these applications were made on an urgent basis with the 

Commission facilitating the application by taking evidence on oath at a private 

examination. The majority of these applications were received in a three year 

period from 2008 to 2010. Since then, the number of applications has tapered 

off significantly. 

 

[14] Table 1 summarises the number of exceptional powers applications received 

from the Commissioner of Police and the findings made by the Commission 

since its inception. 

 

Financial year No. applications received No. findings made 

2003/04 0 0 

2004/05 1 1 

2005/06 0 0 

2006/07 0 0 

2007/08 0 0 

2008/09 5 5 

2009/10 4 3 

2010/11 2 2 

2011/12 1 0 

2012/13 0 0 

2013/14 0 0 

Total 13 11 

 

Table 1 - Exceptional powers findings made by the Commission 

 

[15] The most widely exercised power by the WA Police has been the power to 

conduct coercive examinations. Of the eleven exceptional powers findings 
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made, the police have applied for the use of this power on seven of those 

occasions.  In total, 79 witnesses have been examined in facilitation of the 

organised crime function.  

 

Financial year Persons examined Days of examination 

2003/04 0 0 

2004/05 15 6 

2005/06 0 0 

2006/07 0 0 

2007/08 0 0 

2008/09 21 14 

2009/10 2 2 

2010/11 41 13 

2011/12 0 0 

2012/13 0 0 

2013/14 0 0 

Total 79 35 

 

Table 2 - Examination before the Commission 

 

[16] In November 2010, the holding of organised crime examinations led to 

contempt proceedings and the eventual convictions of six persons for contempt 

of the Commission. Since then, a further seven persons have been convicted 

for committing offences against the CCC Act. 

 

[17] Entry and search without warrant has been exercised by the police to a lesser 

extent. In 2009, the former CCC Commissioner Roberts-Smith QC gave the 

following reasons for its under-utilisation: 

"The regime under our Act for the police to use the extraordinary powers is 

really quite complex; for example, the power to stop, search and detain 

without a warrant. To my knowledge, they have sought only to do that on 

about three occasions under the rubric of one or more of the extraordinary 

powers findings that I have made. In none of those instances did it work 

well for them. Largely that was because of the further constraints in the Act 

on the circumstances in which they can exercise those powers. In my 
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monitoring of their use of those powers, I have pointed out that they have a 

difficulty with this or that aspect because it is arguable whether it falls within 

the scope of the section. They do not like having to stop and think about 

these things in the course of a live operation. One really cannot expect 

them to have to do so. Life is not like that when police are on the street 

trying to respond to an immediate challenge. There are difficulties."1 

[18] During the 2009-10 reporting period, the Commission received a request from 

the police for the authority to conduct a controlled operation. Although the 

authority was granted, the fluid nature of that particular investigation was such 

that it ultimately became unfeasible to carry out the controlled operation. 

Accordingly, the authority was allowed to lapse. 

 

[19] WA Police have never requested the use of assumed identities nor integrity 

testing programmes. 

 

[20] Table 3 summarises the types and frequency of powers exercised by the police 

upon the making of an exceptional powers finding by the Commission. 

 

Type of power No. times exercised 

Examinations 7 

Search and entry without warrant 3 

Assumed identities 0 

Controlled operations / integrity testing programmes 0 

 

Table 3 - Type and frequency of powers exercised  

Use of fortification warning notices 

 

[21] The Commissioner of Police applied for and was granted two fortification 

warning notices, one in 2004 and the other in 2011, in relation to premises 

                                                                 
1
 Len Roberts-Smith QC, CCC Commissioner, Transcript of Evidence - Hearings before the Joint 

Standing Committee's Inquiry into How the Corruption and Crime Commission can best work with the 

Western Australian Police Force to combat organised crime, 2 December 2009, p. 9. 
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habitually used as a place of resort by persons associated with certain 

motorcycle clubs. 

 

[22] The first was the subject of a Supreme Court review and a High Court 

challenge which was later dismissed. Both fortification removal notices were 

subsequently complied with. 
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THE AVAILABILITY TO THE WA POLICE OF ANY OTHER AVENUES 

TO ACCESS POWERS SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR TO THE PART 4 

POWERS 

 

Australian Crime Commission Acts 

 

[23] The Australian Crime Commission (ACC) is empowered under the Australian 

Crime Commission Act 2002 (Cth) ("the ACC Act") to undertake intelligence 

operations and investigate matters relating to federally relevant criminal activity. 

Like the Commission, the ACC may conduct an examination for the purposes of 

an investigation. However, the ACC's coercive examination powers also extend 

to an intelligence operation that the ACC Board has determined to be a special 

operation. 

 

[24] Under the ACC Act, the ACC's investigative powers are limited to "federally 

relevant criminal activity". That is defined in the ACC Act to mean:  

 

(a) a relevant criminal activity, where the relevant crime is an offence 

against a law of the Commonwealth or of a Territory; or  

(b) a relevant criminal activity, where the relevant crime: 

[1] is an offence against a law of a State; and 

[2] has a federal aspect. 

 

[25] Relevant criminal activity means any circumstances implying, or any 

allegations, that a relevant crime (which includes serious and organised crime) 

may have been, may be being, or may in future be, committed against a law of 

the Commonwealth, of a State or of a Territory.  

 

[26] Significantly, section 5 of the Australian Crime Commission (Western Australia) 

Act 2004 provides that the ACC can investigate a matter relating to relevant 

criminal activity, in so far as the serious and organised crime is, or includes, an 

offence against a law of the State, irrespective of whether that offence has a 

federal aspect.  Therefore, where "serious and organised crime" can be 
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established to the requisite standard and the ACC Board has approved a 

determination under the State Act, the police are able to access the ACC's 

examination powers to assist in the investigation of organised crime even 

where no federal nexus exists. 

 

[27] For federally relevant criminal acts, ACC coercive powers may be exercised 

under a current ACC determination to investigate 'serious and organised crime'. 

For Western Australian state offences, the WA Police must still rely on the ACC 

to make a State-specific determination. In practice, ACC determinations remain 

'east coast-centric'.2 

 

[28] The WA Police, with the assistance of the Commission and ACC, recently 

undertook a comparative analysis of the legislative requirements and 

practicalities associated with conducting a coercive examination under the CCC 

Act and the ACC Acts. The purpose of this exercise was to be able to assist an 

investigator in ascertaining which procedure would be the most appropriate in 

the circumstances.  

 

[29] In some areas, the CCC Act was considered to be more advantageous in that: 

 

 the evidence given at a CCC examination can be used as a prior 

inconsistent statement against the witness in any civil or criminal 

proceeding (evidence given at an ACC examination may only be used in a 

proceeding in respect of the falsity of an answer or statement); 

 the definition of "organised crime" affords greater flexibility over the ACC 

definition of "serious and organised crime" in some respects (substantial 

planning and organisation is not necessarily a prerequisite of the offence 

under investigation, neither is there a requirement for that particular 

offence to have been committed by more than one person); 

 the investigation remains a WA Police investigation. 

 

                                                                 
2
 See https://www.crimecommission.gov.au/organised-crime/determinations. 

https://www.crimecommission.gov.au/organised-crime/determinations
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[30] There were also advantages to utilising the provisions in the ACC Act: 

 

 the ACC's definition of "serious and organised crime" is simpler to work 

with and encapsulates a broader range of offences; 

 the ACC's powers can be used to investigate offences which have not yet 

occurred ("may in future be committed"); 

 the ACC's powers can be used to investigate cross-border offences; 

 the ACC's powers can be used for intelligence operations. 

 

[31] Practically, a WA Police liaison officer will work with an ACC member of staff to 

assist with the application. The ACC Examiner must be satisfied that the 

conducting of an examination is reasonable in all the circumstances. The 

examination is then conducted by the ACC with input from WA Police. The 

Commission understands that the ACC powers have been fairly successful in 

producing outcomes for the police. 

 

[32] One of the more appealing features for the police under the ACC model is that 

the ACC arranges for its own examiner and counsel-assisting to conduct the 

examination whereas the Commissioner of Police is responsible for arranging 

his or her own legal representation for an exceptional powers examination. The 

reason this is so is that the Commission and the ACC serve entirely different 

functions in the conduct of these examinations. The Commission's role is to 

oversee access to, and use of, the exceptional powers; it has no active role in 

the investigation. Where ACC powers are being exercised, the investigation is 

'run jointly' with WA Police under the auspices of the ACC Act.  

 

[33] The ACC model is not without its practical difficulties with police reporting 

delays of up to several months in receiving the examination transcripts.  The 

police must also work around the ACC's scheduling.   

 

[34] Where an investigation is facilitated by the use of exceptional powers, the 

investigation remains a police one. The Commission is far better placed to 
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prioritise and accommodate WA Police investigations and can disseminate the 

evidence within 24 hours of conducting the examination. 

 

Misuse of Drugs Act 

 

[35] Similar provisions of search, seizure and entry in Part 4, Division 3 of the CCC 

Act are available in the Misuse of Drugs Act 1981 ("the MDA").  These assist 

the police when investigating serious drug offences. For example, the police 

can stop and search individuals or motor vehicles without having to obtain a 

warrant.  They can also enter premises used for the manufacture or cultivation 

of prohibited drugs or plants without a warrant. In other circumstances, a 

warrant is still required; for example, before the police enter a person’s home.  

 

[36] Section 26 of the MDA enables a police officer who is an authorised person 

acting as an undercover officer, to acquire and possess a prohibited drug or 

plant for the purposes of detecting the commission of an offence. This can only 

be for the purposes of an authorised operation as defined in the Criminal 

Investigation (Covert Powers) Act 2012 - that is, a controlled operation for 

which an authority is in force. This potentially coincides with the Commission's 

power to authorise a controlled operation for the purposes of investigating a 

drug trafficking offence, as specified in Schedule 1 of the CCC Act. 
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THE IMPACT OF THE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION (COVERT 

POWERS) ACT 2012 ON THE USE OF THE PART 4 POWERS 

 

[37] Under the Criminal Investigation (Covert Powers) Act 2012 ("the CICP Act"), 

law enforcement officers are able to apply to the Commissioner of Police for the 

authority to conduct controlled operations, and acquire and use assumed 

identities.   

 

Controlled operations 

 

[38] The WA Police can apply for the authority to conduct a controlled operation 

under the CCC Act and the CICP Act.  

 

[39] Under the CCC Act, the Commission must first make an exceptional powers 

finding before a controlled operation can be authorised under the CCC Act.  

This requires the criteria in section 46(1) to be satisfied, including a reasonable 

suspicion that a schedule 1 offence has been, or is being, committed in the 

course of organised crime ("the Section 5 Offence"). In addition, the 

Commission must be satisfied that there are reasonable grounds for suspecting 

that evidence or information relevant to the investigation might be obtained by 

the exercise of the powers under the CCC Act. The Commission must also 

consider the public interest when determining whether the powers may be 

exercised. 

 

[40] If a finding is made, the police must then apply separately for an authority to 

conduct the controlled operation. The scope of the controlled operation is 

limited to the investigation of the Section 5 Offence(s). 

 

[41] Under the CICP Act, the Commissioner of Police can authorise a controlled 

operation if a relevant offence has been, is being or is likely to be committed. 

The CICP Act offers three significant advantages over the CCC Act.  
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 A controlled operation can be conducted in relation to a broader range of 

offences.  A "relevant offence" in the CICP Act is defined as "an offence 

against the law of this jurisdiction punishable by imprisonment for 3 years 

or more" or a prescribed offence (cf the discrete number of offences listed 

in Schedule 1 of the CCC Act). 

 A controlled operation can be conducted in relation to an offence that is 

likely to be committed. 

 The Commissioner of Police can authorise cross-border controlled 

operations. 

 

Assumed identities 

 

[42] The Commission must make an exceptional powers finding before the power to 

authorise assumed identities can be exercised under the CCC Act. As with 

controlled operations, the acquisition and use of an assumed identity is limited 

to the investigation of the particular Section 5 Offence. 

 

[43] Under the CICP Act, the Commissioner of Police must be satisfied on 

reasonable grounds that the assumed identity is necessary for the investigation 

of, or intelligence-gathering in relation to, criminal activity, the training of 

persons for this purpose, or any administrative function in support of the above 

two purposes.  This is a much broader scope than that which can be exercised 

under the exceptional powers. 

 

[44] Given the breadth of coverage and the comparative ease with which these 

powers can be accessed under the CICP Act, the Commission considers that 

exceptional powers contained in Divisions 4 and 5 of Part 4 to the CCC Act are 

unlikely to be the preferred option.  
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The role of the Commission under the CICP Act  

 

[45] The CICP Act imposes an obligation upon the WA Police, as one of the law 

enforcement agencies under the Act, to maintain a register and facilitate 

inspection of the same in relation to the exercise of the controlled operations 

power. 

 

[46] The Commission has been charged with the responsibility to inspect the 

agency's records in order to determine the extent of compliance with the CICP 

Act. 

 

[47] The Commission does not envisage that this will impact on the use of 

exceptional powers by WA Police. 
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THE CURRENT IMPEDIMENTS TO THE REGULAR, EFFICIENT AND 

EFFECTIVE USE OF THE PART 4 POWERS 

 

[48] The Commission has spent considerable time working collaboratively with WA 

Police to identify and overcome the challenges associated with accessing and 

exercising the exceptional powers. 

 

Definition of "organised crime" 

 

[49] The Commission understands that this has been the most significant 

impediment for the police in applying for exceptional powers. The exceptional 

powers can only be used to investigate a Section 5 Offence - that is, a 

Schedule 1 offence committed in the course of organised crime.  

 

[50] "Organised crime" is defined in section 3 to mean the: 

 

"activities of two or more persons associated together solely or partly for 

purposes in the pursuit of which 2 or more Schedule 1 offences are 

committed, the commission of each of which involves substantial planning 

and organisation".  

 

[51] The definition was lifted from the Criminal Investigation (Exceptional Powers) 

and Fortification Removal Act 2002 ("the CIEPFR Act"). 

 

[52] On 7 December 2005, the Joint Standing Committee tabled a Commission 

report relating to the organised crime function. At the time, it was understood 

that the Police had not sought more frequent access to the exceptional powers 

because of the complexity of the Act's definition of organised crime and the 

special skills required in applying effective coercive powers in inquisitorial 

examinations. 

 

[53] At page 10 of that report, the Commission said: 
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"The Commission has, from the start, had reservations about the definition 

of organised crime, which is so circular and difficult to fathom that, in the 

Commission's view, the implementation of the organised crime function 

has always been vulnerable to legal challenge."3 

 

[54] The circular nature of the definition is such that it is capable of having different 

constructions. Although that is advantageous in the sense of offering flexibility in 

its application, it remains confusing for and discourages those unfamiliar with 

the legislation from attempting to apply it. 

 

[55] Another problem associated with the definition (and alluded to earlier in this 

submission) is the limited range of offences in Schedule 1 of the CCC Act 

which can be used to invoke the exceptional powers. The listed offences tend 

to reflect the traditional concept of organised crime and it is clear from the 

parliamentary debates to the CIEPFR Act that the legislation was targeted 

primarily at the 'bikies' and drug traffickers - the two classes of people regarded 

as likely to be involved in organised crime. 

 

[56] That does not fit well with the modern organised crime environment in which 

criminal networks operate far more fluidly. This prevents the proper 

investigation of the range of offences in which organised crime elements 

engage. For example, conspiracy is not included in the list yet is an offence 

widely considered by many, including the Police, to be engaged in by persons 

involved in organised crime.  

 

[57] An examination of Hansard reveals rigorous debate around the inclusion of this 

offence and a misunderstanding of the way in which exceptional powers were 

intended to operate.  In response to why conspiracy was being excluded from 

Schedule 1, the then Attorney General, the Honourable Jim McGinty, stated: 

 

                                                                 
3
 Corruption and Crime Commission, Report to the Joint Standing Committee on the Corruption and 

Crime Commission with regard to the Commission's Organised Crime Function and Contempt 
Powers, December 2005, p. 10. 
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"…  This definition goes well beyond a conspiracy and the legislation is not 

aimed at conspiracies. If an offence is a simple conspiracy, I would expect 

someone to be charged with a conspiracy and dealt with by the courts. If 

an offence goes further than a conspiracy, as described by this definition 

and the threshold tests, it is then a matter of invoking this legislation. This 

legislation creates the offence of organised crime. I am talking about an 

investigative tool. It is a matter of what triggers this rather than what is 

charged."4 (emphasis added) 

 

[58] The Attorney General's view may hold true in some instances however the 

exceptional powers (which can be invoked where there are reasonable grounds 

for suspecting) would be able to assist where there is insufficient evidence with 

which to charge a person with conspiracy.  

 

[59] Furthermore, the exceptional powers provisions only allow for the investigation 

of offences that are occurring or have occurred, not those that are "likely to 

occur". This inhibits the ability of police to investigate the activities of organised 

crime groups as there is often intelligence to suggest that offences are being 

planned and may be committed in the future that fall within the ambit of Part 4.  

 

[60] Under the current legislation, police are either limited to taking a reactive 

approach or must wait for the offence to be committed, then make an 

application for an exceptional powers finding.  This is in stark contrast to 

provisions in the ACC Act, the CICP Act, and similar legislation in other 

Australian jurisdictions.5 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
4
 Western Australia Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 28 November 2001, p6032b-

6045a. 
5
 For example, the Crime and Misconduct Act 2001 (Qld) and Crime Commission Act 2012 (NSW) 

both allow for the investigation of an offence which may in the future be committed. 
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Legal counsel 

Section 49. Examination of witnesses by Commissioner of Police 

 (1) In participating in an organised crime examination, the Commissioner of 

Police is to be represented by a legal practitioner instructed for that purpose, 

who may be assisted by others not so qualified but who are under the direct 

supervision of a legal practitioner. 

 (2) A person representing the Commissioner of Police may, so far as the 

Commission thinks proper, examine any witness summoned under an 

organised crime summons on any matter that the Commission considers 

relevant to the investigation. 

 (3) This section does not limit the operation of section 143. 

 

Under the CCC Act, the Commissioner of Police is to be represented by a legal 

practitioner instructed for the purpose of participating in organised crime 

examination.   

 

[61] On 31 March 2010, the former CCC Commissioner Len Roberts Smith QC 

gave evidence before the Commonwealth Parliamentary Joint Committee on 

the Australian Crime Commission on this particular aspect: 

 

"It has been the practice for the Commissioner [of Police] to brief people at 

the private bar to do that, and I am not critical of them in any way, but the 

result is that those people tend to be coming in for the first time to conduct 

examinations of that kind. 

 

We have a limited capacity - in fact, I suppose, really no capacity - under 

the legislation under the scheme of it as it stands at the moment, to train 

counsel up when they are representing the Commissioner of Police. That is 

not our role. 

 

If we have that oversight role, if it is a commission hearing, I will have 

counsel assisting me there, but their role is essentially limited to ensuring, 
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or assisting me to ensure, that nothing that happens in the organised crime 

hearing steps outside the legislation. It is not to conduct the examination of 

the witnesses. 

 

… 

 

What we have seen is that on a number of occasions, although those 

hearings have been useful for the police and they have got some quite 

good material from them, it is apparent that they are not being used as 

effectively as they could be."6 

 

[62] The Commission understands that the role of counsel representing the 

Commissioner of Police is briefed out, often at short notice, and at considerable 

financial expense to WA Police. It would be ideal if the police were able to brief 

the same barristers at the bar each time they applied for the use of these 

powers. However experience has shown that the quality of counsel is 

dependent on whoever is available to conduct the examination at that particular 

time.  This means that counsel may not always be knowledgeable in how best 

to utilise the coercive examination power to maximum advantage. 

 

[63] It is open to WA Police to utilise their own legal officers in an organised crime 

examination and build up the skills and knowledge from within the agency.  

However, it has been the preference of the police to engage the services of 

external counsel. 

 

[64] In contrast, the ACC provide the counsel and relevant expertise for 

investigations conducted jointly with WA Police, which makes for a more 

appealing alternative. The conferral of a similar capacity upon the Commission 

would place it on equal footing with the ACC in terms of the assistance and 

expertise it is able to provide the Police. 

                                                                 
6
 Len Roberts-Smith QC, CCC Commissioner, Commonwealth Parliamentary Joint Committee on the 

Australian Crime Commission, Inquiry into Legislative Amendments to Outlaw Serious and Organised 
Crime Groups, Transcript of Evidence, 31 March 2010, p. 2. 
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Knowledge, expertise and support 

 

[65] The Commission's experience has been that officers who become familiar with 

exceptional powers are subsequently rotated to other areas within the police 

force.  The complexities of the legislation and this flux in corporate knowledge 

have contributed to the need to continually educate officers about the 

application of the CCC Act and how best the exceptional powers may be 

utilised. 

 

[66] In 2011, the Commission implemented a formal application procedure which 

was the subject of a Joint Standing Committee report.7 As part of that 

procedure, the Commission developed an information sheet which was 

intended to provide any police officer new to exceptional powers with a clearer 

understanding of the CCC Act's requirements and the Commission's 

expectations when making an application.   

 

[67] The Commission continues to work with the WA Police in an educative 

capacity. Lawyers from the Legal Services Directorate have had a series of 

meetings with members of Gang Crime and the Intelligence & Information 

Division of WA Police. In 2013 the Commission's General Counsel delivered a 

presentation on the Use of Organised Crime Powers to a Police Senior 

Management Forum. As recently as January 2014 the Director Legal Services 

delivered a presentation on Exceptional Powers to an Organised Crime 

Conference organised by WA Police. The Commission's view is that any 

legislative amendments must be accompanied by a capacity to provide WA 

Police with appropriate legal, analytical and technical support in the 

examination context.  

 

[68] Given its current quasi-judicial role under the CCC Act, the Commission is 

effectively precluded from providing assistance to any greater extent than it 

already does.   

                                                                 
7
 Joint Standing Committee on the Corruption and Crime Commission, Revocation of Exceptional 

Powers, 29 March 2012. 
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[69] The way police effectively engage the CCC Act's exceptional powers regime to 

assist their investigations requires them to conduct part of their investigation in 

a way that does not fit their normal practices. The preparation for examinations 

and engaging with and briefing counsel requires the application of a set of 

processes that differs considerably from those normally applied by police.  

[70] The police usually have to deal with numerous cases with competing priorities 

and are under considerable pressure of time and other resources to conclude. 

Police necessarily apply standard sets of practices and procedures (based on a 

range of investigative best practice models) to conduct investigations, and the 

requirement to adjust and occasionally apply a completely different set of 

processes is very challenging, requiring time and effort in an environment of 

constant pressure to conclude cases. This represents a real practical barrier to 

the effective employment of the exceptional powers. 

[71] The ACC facilitates a solution to this problem by providing investigative support 

and assistance. This includes an ACC counsel proficient in the conduct of 

coercive examinations supported by ACC investigative staff familiar with the 

best practices for conducting effective examinations. In this way police are able 

to exploit the services provided by the ACC to complement their standard 

investigations. While there are limitations to the ACC approach it represents a 

far more attractive prospect than engaging with the Commission. This is likely 

to remain the situation in spite of any legislative changes to definitions, breadth 

of offences and scope of powers.  

[72] Given the above likely impasse there are two options available. 

a. WAPOL could accept its responsibility for making adequate provision for 

the capacity to provide an appropriately resourced office able to effectively 

engage the powers available through the CCC Act. This office would 

facilitate both police applications for exceptional powers findings (and 

fortification warning notices) and the preparation for and conduct of 

examinations to benefit police investigations.  
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b. Alternatively, amend the CCC Act to enable the Commission to facilitate 

and support police access to and use of the powers to assist its 

investigations. This would include providing relevant advice and support to 

enable the effective preparation for and conduct of examinations to 

include briefing and the providing of Counsel Assisting. Police would 

retain overall responsibility for the conduct of the relevant investigations.  
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THE STEPS THAT CAN REASONABLY BE TAKEN TO REMOVE THE 

IMPEDIMENTS 

 

[73] The Commission submits that the intent of Parliament with regard to the 

organised crime function under the CCC Act will continue to be frustrated 

unless the relevant provisions in Part 4 of the Act are amended. These 

amendments would need to: 

 

 expand the breadth of offences which can be investigated using the 

exceptional powers; 

 expand the scope of the powers so they may be used to investigate 

offences that are likely to occur; 

 simplify the overall definition of "organised crime"; and 

 provide the Commission with the capacity to provide legal, analytical and 

technical support in the preparation for and conduct of examinations. 

 

[74] In June 2012, the Government introduced a bill - the Corruption and Crime 

Commission Amendment Bill 2012 - to amend the CCC Act which, among other 

things, was aimed at significantly enhancing the Commission's ability to fight 

organised crime.  

 

[75] The amendments included a proposal to amend the definition of "organised 

crime" to: 

 

"the activities of a group (however organised and whether or not having an 

identifiable structure) of 2 or more persons (whether or not all or any of 

these persons are in the State) who act in concert for the purpose of 

committing one or more serious offences." 

 

[76] A serious offence is defined as "an offence punishable by 2 or more years' 

imprisonment". This amendment would seem to address the limitations, and 

cater for the majority of circumstances not provided for, in the existing 

definition. 
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[77] Section 46 has also been amended so that the exceptional powers may be 

used to investigate criminal activity that "is likely to occur". This would bring the 

legislation in line with other jurisdictions. 

 

[78] The Commission supports these amendments and is of the view that they will 

make a significant difference in eliminating the impediments identified in this 

submission. 

 

[79] The Commission accepts that continual education and training is a necessary 

component  for the effective use of these powers and remains steadfast in its 

commitment to provide support to the WA Police where needed. Should the 

amendments proceed as foreshadowed, it is anticipated that this need for 

education and training would dissipate over time. 
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THE LIKELY USE OF THE PART 4 POWERS IN THE EVENT THE 

CURRENT IMPEDIMENTS ARE REMOVED 

 

[80] The Commission considers that legislative amendment to the definition of 

"organised crime" in the form currently proposed will provide the clarity and the 

flexibility that the police are seeking in order to make more effective and regular 

use of the exceptional powers. 

 


